
ENSEMBLE POUR LA COOPÉRATION FRANCO-ALLEMANDE
GEMEINSAM FÜR DIE DEUTSCH-FRANZÖSISCHE ZUSAMMENARBEIT
TOGETHER FOR FRANCO-GERMAN COOPERATION

What is the seminar about?

Context:
For  several  years,  Solidarités  Jeunesses  has  been  organizing  FGYO  (Franco-German
Youth  Office)  projects,  including  trinational  cultural  exchanges.  These  projects  are
always  very  enriching  for  the  hosts  and  participants,  but  we  have  a  difficulty  in
mobilizing participants, especially from Germany.
Moreover, we all today face a lack of time and do not take the time to promote an FGYO
project rather than a "classic" international project.  It seems important to us to involve
more  new  German  associations  that  work  with  young  people  and  especially  with
participants with fewer opportunities for whom this experience will  be beneficial and
useful.   

Objectives: 
This seminar aims firstly to bring together the different representatives of the structures
and secondly, to create solid partnerships between these organizations in order:

 To improve the knowledge of all participants on the FGYO’s projects in general;
 To  valorise  and  properly  promote  the  FGYO’s  projects  (thanks  to  a  good

communication around them);
 To find sufficient participants for these projects;
 To have a similar and well-defined educational goal and objectives for all future

FGYO projects that this partnership will develop;
 To  honour  these  educational  goals  during  the  various  project’s  realization

(through well-trained group leaders and host associations);
 And finally,  that  all  of  the above points  allow the development of  new FGYO

projects.

Expected results of the seminar:
 To  discover  new  possible  partnerships  between  French  and  German

organizations sharing common values. 
 That  FGYO projects,  especially  tri-national  workcamps,  be successful  and thus

that we’ll be able to multiply this kind of projects. 
 The creation of reciprocal projects and therefore the involvement of the partners

in all stages of the projects.

Place and timing: 
From the 1st of November till the 5th of November 2021
It will take place in one delegation of Solidarités Jeunesses, le Centre de Beaumotte, in 
the Bourgogne-Franche-Comté region.



Methodology: 
The training methodology will rely on nonformal education. The different workshops will
be built around the needs and knowledge of the participants.

Provisional programme: 

monday 01.11.21 Afternoon Arrivals

tuesday 02.11.21

Morning

Group dynamics

Ice breakers

Seminar's presentation: program and activities

Participants' introduction and their organizations

Afternoon

OFAJ/DFJW presentation: project diversity and grand

applications

The different ways of mobilizing participants

participants in OFAJ/DFJW projects

(how to make the OFAJ/DFJW projects

projects "attractive")

wednesday 03.11.21

Morning

Beaumotte Center: visit of the place, meeting with the

permanent of the regional delegations and the long

term volunteers who live there ; explanation of the

association's project, the activities and events

organized

Afternoon

OFAJ/DFJW projects' promotion and communication:

tools and means of communication

"speed dating" to meet and explain the projects of all

the organizations

thursday 04.11.21

Morning

Pre-departure sessions for youth going to OFAJ/DFJW

projects

Group facilitation on OFAJ/DFJW projects

Afternoon

How to encourage the participation of young people

with fewer opportunities on this type of project

Preparation and facilitation of youth with fewer

opportunities

friday 26.03.20201

Morning
Reflection among all participants on the advantages of

bi or tri national projects

Afernoon
Seminar's evaluation

Departure



Financial conditions: 
Travel reimbursement will be up to: the distance in km between you city and the place
of the seminar, multiplied by 0.24. 

The amount will be reimbursed by Solidarités Jeunesses approximatively 3 months after
the end of the training on receipt of all boarding passes and train / bus tickets.

Register through: https://forms.gle/y2F2JhJqH9KVTLvn9

For any further information you can contact: 
Workcamp.in@solidaritesjeunesses.org

See you soon!


